
6/14/21 MONDAY (WEEK THREE)
Calisthenics Day! (Tribute to OSCF team going to the games again!)

AMRAP 30

-400m Run
21 (year of the Games)
-Burpees
-Strict Sit-ups

15 (# of teams they beat to make it. Also # of girls Amy beat!!)
-Double Burpees
-Box Jump Overs (30/24)

9 (Number of visits to the chiropractor in the week leading up to the event 😁)
-Triple burpees
-2 count (2nd Games appearance) Deficit Jumping Lunges (use 2 45# plates)

-126 Double Unders (combined age of the team)

Tried to pick a few movements they had to do and still stick with calisthenics day. The moral of the story
is: we are all so proud of all of the Granite Games athletes! Awesome work and welcome home!

As Written
Strict Sit Ups, 24/20, Jumping Lunges, 75 Du
Xfit Sit Ups, 24/20, Standing Lunges, 60 Du
Xfit Sit Ups, 20/18 Step Overs, Standing Lunges, 30 DU or attempts
Scale as needed

6/15/21 TUESDAY (WEEK THREE)
Squat Day!

Overhead Squat 3x3
-Front or Back Squats if ROM or mobility issues present

0:00-6x30%
2:00-6x40%
4:00-5x50%
6:30-5x60%
9:00-4x70%
12:00-4x80%
15:00-3x85-90%
18:00-3x85-90%
21:00-3x85-90%

All three sets are at 85%ish, but the SAME WEIGHT, striving for successful, sexy reps!

PART 2



AMRAP 12
-12 Overhead Squats
-12 Chest to Bar

115/85

95/65, Pull-Ups

75/55, Pull-Ups or 6 slow negatives

55/35, Assisted Pull-Ups

35/15, Ring Rows

Be afraid. This simple workout is gonna suck.

6/16/21 WEDNESDAY (WEEK THREE)
Clean Day!

Squat Clean 3 Rep Heavy
-reps are quick singles; NOT touch and go
-pick it up, put it down, take a deep breath, re-chamber, go
-reps should be done in under 30 seconds

1) 0:00-5x30%
2) 2:00-5x40%
3) 4:00-5x50%
4) 6:30-4x60%
5) 9:00-4x70%
6) 12:00-4x80%
7) 15:00-3x80-90%
8) 19:00-3x85-100%
9) 23:00-3xSend It

We have a nine set approach today. Intervals increase and finish on a four minute, giving you plenty of
time to recover! Plan your approach to be successful through the 8th set and then get sendy on the ninth
set.

PART 2
AMRAP 15
-5 Hang Squat Cleans 175/125
-10 Toes to Bar
-50 Double Unders

As written
155/105
135/55, Toes Close to Bar, 40 Double Unders ot attempts
95/65, K290, 30 Double Unders or attempts



75/55, Hanging Knee Raises or toes to kettlebell, 50 singles or 30-40 seconds of Double Under practice
(take a breath, pick up your rope, collect yourself, and then look at clock and practice for 30-40 seconds)

Flow intention:
-Cleans: should be moderate, unbroken, and including the rest time before picking it up and the rest and
transition time to the T2B, should be less than 60 seconds
-Toes to Bar: should be smooth and 1-2 sets. You should NOT be at singles. The entire set, including rest
and transition time, should be less than 60 seconds
-Jump Rope: including transition and rest times, should be less than 60 seconds

Ideal score:
-5ish rounds at 3ish minutes per round (higher level athletes will get more than 5, but you should not be
less than 5 rounds)

6/17/21 THURSDAY (WEEK THREE)
Endurance Day!

This workout has 4 blocks that start every 9 minutes.

Each block is 7 minutes long, with a 2 minute rest period.

The run is a buy-in, and should take less than 4 minutes, giving you around 3 minutes to AMRAP the
associated movement.

Your score is your TOTAL REPS of the movements; the run does not count for your score.

00:00-7:00
-800m Run
-AMRAP Wallballs 20/14 to 10/9

9:00-16:00
-800m Run
-AMRAP Burpees to Target

18:00-25:00
-800m Run
-AMRAP Box Jumps 24/20

27:00-34:00
-800m Run
-AMRAP KB Swings 70/53

This workout is written with traditional CrossFit standards at the proficient level. (don't beat yourself if you
don't have these standards, but make a note of them... These weights and movements have been
original-gangster standards for beefy CrossFitters since the days when people called the gym a ""box"")

If you can perform it as written, do it! If not, no worries, modify as you're able and make a note of the girth
potential you are striving to achieve.



As written
Rx Wallballs, B2T, BJs, 53/35 (only modification is KBS)
600m, as able medball w/ full squat to 10/9, Box Jumps w/ any height, 35/26
600m, wallballs w/ full squat and throw as able, Step Up 20/18, 35/26
400m, wallballs w/ full squat and throw as able, Step Up to comfortable height, as able KB

6/18/21 FRIDAY (WEEK THREE)
Shoulder to Overhead Day!

Split Jerk 1RM
-From the rig
1) 0:00-5x30%
2) 2:00-5x40%
3) 4:00-4x50%
4) 6:00-4x60%
5) 8:30-3x70%
6) 11:00-3x75%
7) 14:00-2x80%
8) 17:00-2x80-85%
9) 20:00-1x80-90% (perfect through here)
10) 23:00-1x85-95% (successful thru here)
11) 26:00-1x85-100%
12) 29:00-1xSend It

Holy guacamole! Look at all those singles... Stay the course and hold your horses for any PR attempts! If
you are feeling ultra sendy, hold off until the last two sets!

Most Jerks are missed due to technicality, not physicality... Take the full approach and stay sub maximal
thru 10 sets and ingrain the correct movement patterns. Get in perfect reps when it's light and you will end
heavier!

PART 2
AMRAP 10
-10 Challenging Pulls
-10 Heavy Devil Press

All DBs controlled to the ground regardless of how tired you are!!

Ring or bar Muscle Ups, 50/35
Jumping Bar Muscle Ups or pull overs, 45/30
Chest to Bar, 40/25
Pull-Ups or negatives, 35/20
Assisted Pull-Ups or ring rows, 30/15

I know that these standards are tough and a lot of people can Muscle Up that can't handle the girthy DBs
and a lot of people are units but ain't so gymnasty, so feel free modify this as you need to accommodate
the way it's written. Hard Pulls and Heavy Devils....



May the gainz be with you.

6/19/21 SATURDAY (WEEK THREE)
Partner Workout

2 Rounds through:

EMOM 6
1) DB Hang Cleans
2) Burpee
3) DB Hang Squat Cleans
4) Double Burpee
5) DB Hang Squat Clean Thrusters
6) Triple Burpee

2 min off to Transition

EMOM 6
-Even: Row
-Odd: Sit-Ups or Leg Lifts

2 min off to Transition

While at DB/Burpee EMOM, partners tag-team on the minute as they see fit.  So each movement lasts
the full minute but partners switch out during that minute.

On the row EMOM, one partner begins on abs and the other begins on the rower, and they both work the
entire time.


